
HA VE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Getranke 

WORAUS TRINKEN DIE DEUTSCHEN? / 
WHAT DO GERMANS DRINK BEVERAGES FROM? 

beverage: das Getrank, die Getranke 
drinking container: das GefaB, die GefaBe; der Behalter, die Behalter 

drinking wares: die Trinkwaren 

Beer boot 

Beer boots (Bierstiefel in German) have over a century of history and culture 

behind them. It is commonly believed that a general somewhere promised his 

troops to drink beer from his boot if they were successful in battle. When the 

troops prevailed, the general had a glassmaker fashion a boot from glass to 

fulfill his promise without tasting his own feet and to avoid spoiling the beer in 

his leather boot. Since then, soldiers have enjoyed toasting to their victories 

with a beer boot. At gatherings in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, beer 

boots are often passed among the guests for a festive drinking challenge. Since 

the movie Beerfest appeared in 2006, beer boots have become increasingly 

popular in the United States. Glass beer boots are either manufactured using a 

mold or from mouth-blown gJas~ by skilled artisans. 

A German bierstiefel 

(beer boot). 

In Germany, beer boots usually contain between 2 and 4 litres and are passed from one guest at the table to the next one 

clockwise. When almost reaching the bottom of the boot, it suddenly starts bubbling. By some accounts, drinker who 

caused the bubbling has to order the next boot. There are also boots known with 6 and 8 litres. That being said, beer boots 

are almost never seen in Germany, even among friends who do drink as much and more beer on an evening out together; 

normal glasses are preferred. 

Beer Boots 
This high quality half·llter Austnan glass beer boot 
gives you all of the benefits of drinking beer from 
a boot-without the odor The beer boot, or st1efe/, 

1s Germany's answer to the English yard of ale, 
and presents the same d nnk1ng challenges and 

potential for amusement S16 95 each, TrueBeer, 

www.truebeer.com 


